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React js. Ultimate Crash CourseThis book is an exploration of React, which is one of the several
Javascript frameworks. The book begins by exploring the framework shallowly in terms of how it
works, and the difference it exhibits when compared to use of the other Javascript frameworks.
The way in which the framework is used is also discussed in the first section. The book then
guides you to display your data in React. In most cases, this involves the use of the “render()”
function. You will learn how to use the function for the purpose of displaying the data. Dynamic
user interfaces and the interactivity of data and other components in React is then explained in
this book. The use of multiple components in React applications is covered in detail. The book
explores the reusable components of React. You will learn how to create these and then use
them in your React applications. The process of tooling integration in React is also discussed in
detail. Add-ons, which are very useful when it comes to how your application works on browsers,
are thoroughly explained. You will learn step by step how to create these from scratch and then
integrate them into your applications.Here is a preview of what you'll learn:DefinitionHow to
Display Data in ReactDynamic UIs and InteractivityMultiple ComponentsReusable Components
in ReactTooling IntegrationAdd-ons in ReactDownload your copy of "React js" by scrolling up
and clicking "Buy Now With 1-Click" button.
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document.IntroductionReact is a very useful framework of Javascript. The framework works by
providing abstraction so as to make the process of developing applications very easy. This is
why the framework is easy to use for development purposes. When combined with JSX, a new
syntax for Javascript is provided, but this is usually easy. The process of application
development also becomes faster. The framework makes it easy for us to create frameworks
which are dynamic and interactive. The framework can also be used for the development of
components which can be reused. This means that the process of coding too much will not be
experienced.Chapter 1- DefinitionJavascript has numerous application frameworks. However,
the design framework is the key factor which marks the difference between all of these
frameworks. For those who have worked with the various Javascript frameworks, you must have
noticed their differences in terms of terminology, models for thinking, as well as the abstractions.
However, the principle behind the design of these frameworks is one, which is to abstract the
DOM element in a manner that one will not have to directly interact with HTML elements.Most
people will consider a certain framework to be useful if when they use it, it provides them with an
abstraction in such a way that a new way of thinking is provided or enhanced. This is what
happens with the React framework of Javascript, as one can design both the User Interface (UI)
of the app together with its interactions in a new way. The framework also provides developers
with a simple and very effective way that they can develop Javascript applications. The main
building block for React is the “component.” Once one has assembled a tree of these
components, then they can build the UI part of their app from this. It is possible for one to use the
“render()” method for each of the component that they create.The “render()” method can be



used as shown below:React.render(<div>Hello, there!</div>,document.body); When the
code is run, one will observe the following output:Consider the example given below which
demonstrates how JSX can be used with React:var names = ['John', 'Mary',
'Lawrence'];React.render(<div>{names.map(function (name) {return <div>Hello, {name}!</
div>})}</div>,document.body);After executing the above code in React, the following output will
be observed:That shows that the JSX is not a language for a template. With it, an alternative
syntax for Javascript is provided,Chapter 2- How to Display Data in ReactOnce you have the
interface ready, you should know how to display some data on it. This is the most basic thing that
you can do with it. With React, the process of displaying the data on the interface is made
relatively easy. Once a change is made to the data, then this is also reflected on the interface,
meaning that the data is kept live. Consider the example given below:<!DOCTYPE
html><html><head><meta charset="UTF-8" /><title>Hello there</title><script src="https://
fb.project/react-0.13.3.js"></script><script src="https://fb.me/JSXTransformer-0.13.3.js"></
script></head><body><div id="samp"></div><script type="text/jsx">// code should be added
here</script> </body></html>Once you have added your code, then your
data will be displayed on the interface. Note that the above is a template for adding your data or
the code for displaying the data. This means that your Javascript code should be added to the
above template. Consider the code given below, which should be added to the above
template:var Hello = React.createClass({render: function() {return (<p>Hello, <input type="text"
placeholder="Enter your name" />!It is {this.props.date.toTimeString()}</
p>);}});setInterval(function() {React.render(<Hello date={new Date()} /
>,document.getElementById('samp'));}, 500);Just add the above code to the previous template,
and then execute the code together. When asked to provide your name, do it, and then execute
the code. You will note that you will be saluted with the name that you provide.React
Components vs. HTML TagsWith React, one can choose to either render the classes, which are
the React components, or HTML tags which are the strings. For one to render HTML tags, we
use the lower case tags in the JSX. This is shown below:var element = <div className="test" /
>;React.render(element, document.getElementById('samp'));For you to use the React so as to
render the element, one can create a local variable whose name begins with an upper case
letter as shown below:var Component = React.createClass({});var element = <Component
someProperty={true} />;React.render(element, document.getElementById('samp'));In the JSX
for React, the lower vs. upper case convention is used for the purpose of distinguishing between
HTML tags and the local component classes. However, with JSX, identifiers like “for” and “class”
cannot be used as names for XML attributes, since the JSX itself is Javascript.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Thank you for sharing your experience. This is a great book for anyone
looking to learn the importance of Reactjs quickly. Love the extensive details given explaining
everything and I really am super confident now in React and have a solid base to build upon.”

L, “Four Stars. Not a bad little book. However very short and adds little to the official introduction
notes”
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